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In the effort to bring buyer and seller together,,
advertising has long been considered as an essential element
in promotion, one of the four P's in marketing.
In the business situation where mass distribution is
required in order to achieve mass production, personal selling
alone often cannot provide all the promotion required to move
a huge variety of products. Advertising becomes the most
realistic means of communication. When the market is highly
competitive and every competitor is playing within the concept
of a zero sum game for market share against his limited
opponents, advertising becomes a major weapon in the
merchandise war.
The above circumstances are represented by the soft
drink market where advertising is extensively used. Actually,
the soft drink industry illustrates a comparatively large
share of advertising expense in relation to the total
promotional budget.
2. Research Objectives
During 1968-1969, the writer had taken part in a soft
drink consumer survey entitled A Survey on Soft Drink
7Consumption in Hong Kong.1 In order to obtain background
data, the executives of the soft drink companies had been
interviewed and important information was obtained. From the
survey findings, advertising was found to be an interesting
segment which had not been thoroughly studied and this had
resulted in the formulation of the present study.
An interesting statistics figure showed that in such
a small colony, the annual per capita consumption of soft
drinks had been among the top ten countries in the world.
The extensive distribution of the soft drink industry
shows that soft drink is one of the most widely spread products.
Their retail outlets include nearly all the large and small
food stores, restaurants, bars, plus the canteens of many
schools and factories. With such a wide distribution
network, it is justified to consider the industry to be one of
those which emphasizes the importance of retailing. Their
ways of communicating with the customers will be of great
interest to the marketing field.
In recent years, many new brands of soft drinks have
been introduced to the Hong Kong market. Some of them
succeeded and some failed. But at the same time, the total
domestic demand for soft drinks indicated a rather steady
increase in volume.
1A Survey on Soft Drink Consumption in Hong Kong,
published by the 1968-69 Marketing Research Seminar, Business
Management Department, New Asia College, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, 1969.
8So many failures suggested that possibly the
companies had not paid enough attention to advertising. The
purpose of this paper was to arouse the attention of those
related to the advertising function.
Whenever a marketing executive of a company has to
make decisions on advertising, he certainly may be trying to
answer the following questions:
1. To advertise or not to advertise
2. How much money to spend on advertising
3. The message and its content
4. The media and their schedule2
Among these four decision areas, the first two are
concerned with whether and how much to advertise. These
questions are usually related to decisions about other parts
of the marketing program. For example, a decision about an
advertising budget may be made in connection with decisions
about a personal selling budget for other promotional
activities.
The decision on whether to advertise or not may
probably be the most important one. Before making this
judgement, an executive has to view other equivalent outlays
such as strengthening the sales force, altering the
distribution channel, or carrying out product research.
Furthermore, he should also consider the company's entire
2Patrick J. Robinson, Advertising Measurement and
Decision Making, (Boston: Allyn Bacon, Inc., 1969),-p. 6.
9advertising philosophy as applied to specific advertisements.
This was one of the most important parts to be obtained in
this study through discussions with the executives of the soft
drink companies.
Further, it was desired to dig deeper into the
criteria for setting advertising objectives and policies. In
other words, it was to find out how the objectives and policies
were formulated. A special instrument with predetermined
questions was designed to measure the criteria.
The advertising budgets of a firm are determined in
various ways. They may be determined by traditional experience
or by special methods. It would be helpful to find out in the
study how the number of dollars spent for advertising were
determined in the soft drink industry.
The messages and their contents as related to the
advertising policies were also studied in this paper. These
were represented by the discussions on copy strategies in
interviews.
Besides the copy strategies, the media strategies
with the schedules of the media were of importance.
In summary, the main purposes were:
A. to study the rationale behind the advertisements
for each brand of soft drink,
B. to study the advertising objectives as related
to reaching target customers (via media), and
communicating with target customers (with
10
messages), and
C. to make comparisons based on the advertising
objectives of different brands.
3. Scope of the study
The purpose of the study was to research the
existing practices of the soft drink industry in formulating
their advertising objectives and strategies. In addition,
these advertising decisions with their effects on the
advertising layouts had to be carefully studied.
For the primary data, personal interviews with the
marketing or advertising executives of different soft drink
companies were used.
Since there were five major soft drink companies
which bottled most of the soft drinks in Hong Kong except
those imported from mainland China and a few local brands with
limited sales, all the-five major soft drink companies were
interviewed.
Prior to the interviews, extensive library research
in the newspapers and magazines was carried out to analyze
the advertisements of soft drinks within recent years in order
to discover possible policies used by the different brands.
Besides newspapers and magazines, the soft drink advertisements
on radio, television and cinema were recorded.
In complement to the above obtained information,
several subordinates of marketing or advertising executives
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in the soft drink companies were also interviewed in order to
justify the advertising objectives and to obtain other market-
ing information.
Moreover, selected advertising agencies were to be
interviewed to get their opinions and ideas in aiding their
clients.
Having stated the purposes of the study, the next
chapter will introduce definitions and a brief background of
the soft drink industry.
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CHAPTER II
.DEFINITION AND THE MARKETING ENVIRONMENT OF THE SOFT DRINK
INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
1. Definitions
This chapter deals with the concept of advertising
objectives and strategies as well as a general description of
the industry.
What is advertising? Borden and Marshall had the
following definition:
Advertising consists of those activities
by which visual or oral messages are
addressed to selected publics for the
purpose of informing and influencing them
to buy products or services, or to act or
to be inclined favorably toward ideas,
persons, trade-marks, or institutions
featured. As contrasted with publicity and
other forms of propaganda, advertising
messages are identified with the advertiser
either by signature or oral statement.
Further, advertising is a commercial
transaction involving pay to publishers,
broadcasters, or others whose media are
employed.
Clearly, advertising includes the follow-
ing forms of messages: the messages carried
in newspapers and magazines, on outdoor
boards, on streetcar, bus, and train cards
and posters, in radio and television
broadcasts, and in circulars of all kinds,
whether distributed by mail, by person,
through tradesmen, or by inserts in
packages dealer-help materials window
display materials and efforts store signs
house organs when directed to*dealers and
consumers motion pictures used for
advertising and novelties bearing
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advertising messages and signature of the
advertiser.
Labels, tags and other literature
accompanying merchandise are also deemed
advertising, because they may reasonably
be said to fall within t.e definition of
advertising given above.3
In order to distinguish between advertising and other
Kinds of sales promotion activities, Frey used the following
definition for advertising:
Advertising is concerned with the
preparation of visual and aural messages
and their dissemination through paid
media, for the purpose of making people
aware of and favorably included toward a
product, brand, service, institution,
idea, or point of view. The advertiser is
specifically and openly identified with
his messages and paysestablishe rates to
the media that disseminate them.4
The American Marketing Association's Committee on
Definitions had the following definition:
Advertising is any paid form of non-
personal presentation and promotion of
goods, s9rvices, or idea by an identified
sponsor.
There are certain characteristics which
differentiate advertising from other types of promotion
3Neil H. Borden, Martin V. Marshall, Advertising
Management, Text and Cases, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1959 9 T. 3.
4A. W. Frey, Advertising, (New York: The Ronald
Press Co,, 1961), p. 18.
5Nugent Wedding and Richard S. Lessler, Advertising
Management, (New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1962), p. 6.
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efforts. The most critical difference is that advertising of
any type or sort communicates by operating through the aegis
of an advertising medium advertising messages are carried by
the established media. This vehicle may be an obvious carrier
such as a television program, a magazine, or a newspaper it
may be a less obvious carrier such as a letter which carries
a direct mail message to a pre-selected audience.
A second difference between advertising and other
types of promotion lies in the location of the stimulus or
message being presented to the eventual buyer. An outdoor
board which carries a poster with a message is simply a
physical structure available for messages. It is regarded,
however, as an advertising medium because of the nature of
its location just as a magazine, newspaper, or radio. On the
other hand, one can have a small replica of a piece of outdoor
advertising sitting next to a product displayed at the point
of purchase. The message is the same and the structure is
similar except that it is a similar vision of the outdoor
board. The difference is in the location. Thus the second
distinction between advertising and other types of promotion
concerns geographic aspects of the stimulus. Advertising, in
essence, can be so labeled if there is a physical separation
between the message and the place of purchase. Many years
ago Claude Hopkins said that advertising was selling at a
distance. This is an oversimplication, but it does help
distinguish advertising from other forms of promotion.
15
The final difference between advertising and other
types of promotion is in the nature of payment. Payments
for all advertising are made on the basis of rate schedules,
many of which are published, which combine certain frequencies
and other types of discount factors. An apparent exception
to this rule is direct mail advertising. But there the
government's cost of mailing is in effect the standardized
rate structure.6
From the managerial standpoint of usefulness in
application, advertising designed to sell merchandise might
best be broken into three fundamental types:
1. Advertising as a direct-sales tool in the
defined short-term, which shall be called
direct-action, short-term advertising.
This is advertising designed to produce
an immediate response in the form of
purchase of a brand, sending in a coupon,
or some other act favorable to the
advertiser.
2. Advertising as a direct sales tool but
operating over a longer, and not so
strictly defined, given period of time,
which shall be called direct-action,
longerterm advertising. This type of
advertising copy attempts to condition
the buyer's mind by emphasizing product
qualities and advantages, to build a
favorable attitude toward the brand so
that eventually this advertising
contributes directly to building brand
preference or insistence.
3. Advertising is a completely indirect
6Ibid., p. 10.
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sales tool, designed to act in the long
run, and have an effect upon the movement
of merchandise or services only through
an indirect connection between an
industry, a corporation, or an individual
on the one hand, and the given product or
service on the other. This advertising 7
may be called indirect-action advertising.
The advertising objective is a written statement
that defines a precise task to be accomplished by advertising,
the time for accomplishing the task, and the audience to be
reached. Its usefulness to management hinges on its
reasonableness and precision, and the goal, therefore, should
be based on a careful analysis of the advertising opportunity.
Precise objectives can provide management with clear direction
for the advertising effort, standards for execution and
control and criteria for advertising evaluation.8
It is virtually impossible to measure the results
of advertising, unless and until the specific results sought
by advertising have been defined. Conversely: Advertising
results can be measured if specific advertising objectives
are first defined.9 Before determining the appropriations and
investments on specific advertising programs, careful
7Ibid., p. 7.
8Albert Wesley Frey, Marketing Handbook, (New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1965), pp. 14.18- 14.19.
9Russell H. Colley, Defining Advertising Goals For
Measured Advertising Results, New York: Association of
National Advertisers, Inc., 1965), p. 4.
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considerations about objectives can help to locate the problem
areas. So a precise and clear lay-out of objectives acts as a
direction for designing advertisements with a purpose to
eliminate waste in the advertising campaigns.
Weir says that considering advertising as
communication is defining it in the most fundamental terms. 1O
To the extent that advertising performs a communication
function in the marketing process, most advertising goals
should be communication oriented. Only that portion of
advertising that is designed to accomplish the total sales
task. certain direct mail pieces, some catalogs, some
direct-action copy in print and broadcast media---can
meaningfully be planned in terms of purely sales goals. Other
types of advertising--- working in an environment where
distribution, retail price policies, display, and other
factors of the marketing program also affects the ultimate
sales--- can more meaningfully be planned only when the
specific communication role of advertising can be identified
and expressed with precision.
Step by step the advertiser can develop a specific
goal for his advertising program. The advertising objective
should define with precision the task for advertising within
the total marketing program and specify what message must be
conveyed in a given period to a given market in order to aid
10Frey, op. cit., pp. 14.19.
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in achieving the overall marketing sales objective.
Advertising objectives may deal with specific
problems related to a total marketing program, and the
objectives normally should attempt to isolate that portion of
the total marketing task that reasonably can be assigned to
advertising. The objectives may relate to brand awareness,
changes in consumer attitudes, association of major themes
with products, knowledge of product attributes, or similar
communication goals that management believes must be
accomplished in order to achieve the stated marketing
objectives.
An emphasis on the communication function of
advertising in no way diminishes the need to relate the
advertising effort rather directly to overall sales and profit
goals ultimately most advertising must be designed to bring
about sales. Nevertheless, management should attempt to set
detailed goals for advertising that isolate as clearly as
possible the specific task advertising is expected to perform
in the total marketing program.11
2. The Soft Drink Industry
There is a long history for the soft drink bottling
industry in Hong Kong. Owing to the growth in population as
well as the mechanization and automation of the soft drink
11 Frey, op. cit., pp. 14.19- 14.20.
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production, there is a significant growth for the sales of
soft drinks in the post war period. At the moment, the soft
drink industry has been one, among all industries, which has
most of its products sold in the local market.
Soft drinks have been considered by the government
as a kind of taxable goods. It is obliged by law that the,
production and storage of soft drinks must obtain special
licenses and pay license fees. In addition, a tax rate of
$0.48 is applied to each gallon of soft drink sold. The
annual total sales of the soft drink industry. for the past
decade derived from the taxes paid to the Hong Kong
government is shown in Exhibit I. It should be noted that
Vitasoy was not considered to be a type of table water and was
not taxed at the $0.48 tax rate.
The sales of soft drinks are closely affected by
seasonal fluctuations. Generally speaking, in summer when the
weather is very hot, the sales of soft drinks reach a peak.
The winter sales are significantly decreased except for the
sales of Vitasoy and Vitamalt which can be served hot.
The sales of soft drinks have also been affected by
non-seasonal factors. In October 1969, medical reports
announced that using saccharine in food might be the cause of
cancer. In fact, saccharine has long been used instead of
sugar in many brands of soft drinks. This caused fear to soft
drink consumers and the sales figures of all soft drinks
dropped drastically. In the summer of 1971, the industry
20
EXHIBIT I
Annual Table Water Duty-Paid Statistics












Source: Inland Revenue Department
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raised the soft drink prices for the first time in twenty-two
years. In addition, typhoons frequently hit Hong Kong and
lowered the average temperature for that summer. Sales
dropped and it was estimated to be a 10% to 11% decrease as
compared to 1970.12
A few years ago, there were many soft drink companies
in Hong Kong. At the end of 1969, a total of 10 registered
soft drink bottlers were in the colony, with 2 less than the
previous year. The workers in these factories numbered 1036
and there were 1325 total employees in 1969.13
In 1971, only five large companies existed in Hong
Kong. Namely, they were:
Amoy Canning Corp. (H.K.) Ltd.
General Bottling Co. Ltd.
Hong Kong Bottlers Ltd.
Hong Kong Soya Bean Product Co. Ltd.
A. S. Watson Co. Ltd.
Among these five companies, only the Hong Kong Soya
Bean Product Co. Ltd. was not public company. The A. S.
Watson Co. Ltd. and the Hong Kong Soya Bean Product Co. Ltd.
were not only bottlers, but imported material to produce some
of their soft drinks in Hong Kong.
12Wah Kiu Yat Po, March 16, 1972.
13 香 港 經 濟 年 鑑 ， 1970 第 一 篇 ， p. 78.
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Besides these five larger companies, there had been
two smaller companies, China Aerated Water Co. and Cosmos
Aerated Water Co. (H. K.) Ltd., which bottled several flavors
of soft drinks under their company brand names with limited
sales. In recent years, the increase in production costs and
the competition between different brands of soft drinks has
made it difficult for them to survive. As a result, the
products of these two companies have disappeared from the
market not long ago.
For a few years, the Canton Cereals,, Oils and
Foodstuffs Import and Export Corporation in mainland China has
been exporting certain flavors of soft drinks to Hong Kong.
3. Product Characteristics of Soft Drinks
The brands and kinds of soft drinks sold in Hong
Kong are listed in Exhibit II.
Most of the soft drinks sold in Hong Kong are in
cola, fruit juice or milky form. All of them are packaged in
glass bottles varying in size and shape. The contents of
these bottles vary from 6 to 12 fluid ounces.
The production of this industry has a high degree of
merchanization and automation. All the operating processes of
bottle-washing, disinfection, filtering, cooling, bottling and
crowning, are done by machines. Labor is only required in the
control of the machines, the inspection process of quality
control and the transportation of finished products.
23
EXHIBIT II




Hong Kong Coca-Cola Cola 8 oz.
Bottlers Ltd.
Sunkist Orange 8 oz.
Lemon 8 oz.
Fanta Grape 12 oz.
General Bottl- Lemon Lime7-Up 12 oz. 7 oz.
ing Co. Ltd.
Schweppes Orange 12 oz. 7 oz.
Cream Soda 12 oz. 7 oz.
Ginger Beer 12 oz.
Bitter Lemon 7 oz.
Hong Kong Soya Vitasoy Soya Bean 8 oz.
Bean Product
Co. Ltd. Vitamalt Soya Bean 10 oz.
Pepsi-Cola Cola 10 oz.
Amoy Canning Green Spot Orange-ade 8 oz.
Corp. (H. K.)
Ltd. Lemona 7 oz.




A.S. Watson & Watson Lemonade 12 oz. 8 oz.
Co. Ltd.
Orange 12 oz. 8 oz.
Cola 12 oz. 8 oz.
Cream Soda 12 oz. 8 oz.
Sarsae 12 oz. 8 oz.
Ginger Beer 7 oz.
Tonic Water 7 oz.
Zest Orange 6 oz.
Lim Lime 6 oz.





Canton Cereal, Pearl River Lemon 12 oz.
Oils, and Food-
stuffs Import Orange 12 oz.
and Export
Corp. Apple 12 oz.
Sour Plum 12 oz.
Sarsae 12 oz.
White Cloud 12 oz.
(Lemon)
Source: from a retailer
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The industry is characterized as capital intensive.
The capital investment on machinery of the soft drink companies
ranges from a hundred thousand dollars to a few million
dollars.
4. Distribution Channel of the Soft Drink Market
Soft drinks fall into the category of consumer
convenience goods. They require extensive distribution to
reach consumers. Even the consumers of small villages in the
New Territories and the minor islands have to be reached.
The soft drink industry has a very simple
distribution channel. The bottlers directly deliver the soft
drinks to the retailers everyday by using large lorries. Then
the retailers sell to the consumers. That is:
Bottlers Retailers Consumers
The enormous number of retailers in the colony
include stores, restaurants, bars, schools, night clubs and
canteens of factories.
There also exist some temporary stores which sell
soft drinks in bazaars such as the Caritas Bazaar, sports
fields such as the sports days of schools, or social
26
gatherings such as the Festival of Hong Kong and the Scout
Campings. Most of these temporary stores are operated by the
bottlers. On one hand they provide the supplies of soft
drinks for the convenience of consumers on a particular event.
On the other hand they have the chance to promote their own
brands.
At the present moment, the total sales in Kowloon
and New Territories, which have larger population, has been
greater than Hong Kong island. It has been estimated that
sales in Kowloon and New Territories have reached 70% or more
of the annual total sales leaving about 30% to be sold on Hong
Kong island.14 So the production of several factories has been
transferred to Kowloon side, or at least soft drink godowns
have been established there.
A small amount of the soft drinks produced were for
export. In 1969, the export figure was 348 thousand gallons
with an increase of more than 100 thousand gallons over the
previous year or sales of $2.12 million with an increase of
$0.64 million. 90% of them were exported to Macau and the
rest to Taiwan, Sabah and Papua.15 The annual exports of soft
drinks is shown in Exhibit III.
5. Pricing Practice of Different Kinds of Soft Drinks





A nnual E xportsof S oft D rinks
Y ear E xport in G allons E xport in D ollars
1 9 6 2 3 2 0 , 0 0 0 gal. $ 1 , 6 2 0 , 0 0 0
1 9 6 3 1 , 5 1 0 , 0 0 03 2 0 , 0 0 0 gal.
1 9 6 4 1 , 5 2 0 , 0 0 03 2 0 , 0 0 0 gal.
1 9 6 5 1 , 0 6 0 , 0 0 02 4 0 , 0 0 0 gal.
1 9 6 7 1 , 4 0 0 , 0 0 02 4 0 , 0 0 0 gal.
1 9 6 8 1 , 4 8 0 , 0 0 02 4 0 , 0 0 0 gal.
1 9 6 9 2 , 1 2 0 , 0 0 03 4 8 , 0 0 0 gal.
香 港 經 濟 年 鑑
S ource:
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districts have been kept stable for twenty-two years. In the
summer of 1971, most of the retail stores increased the price
of each bottle of soft drink by 5 cents to increase their own
profits since the wholesale prices had not been changed.
A few months later, the government of Hong Kong
announced the increase of water charges. To accompany the
increase in sugar cost and labor cost, the soft drink
companies agreed to raise a further 5 cents on the retail
price.
In the soft drink industry, price competition was
seldom used. Only in June 1969, A.S. Watson Co. Ltd. imposed
a 10 cents price reduction on its soft drinks with a retail
price of 40 cents, which meant a 25% reduction. The purpose
of this price reduction was to compete with the non-price
promotion campaign by the Hong Kong Bottlers Ltd.
The retail prices of different brands of soft drinks
are given in Exhibit IV.
6. Promotion Methods Used in the Soft Drink Market
A. Advertising
Being consumer convenience goods, it is
necessary for soft drinks to have large quantities of
advertising. As a matter of fact, advertising has been
one of the most commonly used promotion methods in the
soft drink industry. Every year large sums of money are
spent on soft drink advertising.
29
EXHIBIT IV








Fanta Grape 30 40
Lemon & Lime Large7-Up 40 50
Split 30 40
Schweppes Orange Large 40 50
Split 30 40
Cream Soda Large 40 50
Split 30 40
Ginger Beer 40 50
Bitter Lemon 30 40
Green Spot Orange-ade 30 40
Lemona 20 30









Soya Bean 20Vitasoy 30
Soya BeanVitamalt 30 40
ColaPepsi-Cola 30 40
Lemonade LargeWatson 30 40
Split 20 30
Orange Large 30 40
Split 20 30
Cola Large 30 40
Split 20 30




Ginger Beer 20 30
Tonic Water 20 30
Zest Orange 40
Lim Lime 40








Most of the soft drink advertisements are








Among the above media, newspaper advertisements
would probably be the least preferred but the rest are
heavily used.
Considering the copy of the advertisements,
there is a variance in content for different media
advertisements.Roughly speaking, most of the bill-
board and point-of-purchase advertisements are nothing
more than transmittion of brand names to the receivers
and to aid recall of a particular brand for purchase.
The TV, cinema screen and radio advertisements are more
complicated. Usually they introduce the strengths of
the advertised brand and make slogans, major themes or
songs familiar to the public. Newspaper advertisements
are used to announce promotional campaigns or to send
seasonal greetings, i.e. New Year greetings.
The advertising appropriation in the media
for 1968 is shown in Exhibit V as a reference for the
32
EXHIBIT V
Total Advertising Expenditure- 1968
PRESS MAGAZINE CINEMA
English Chinese English Chinese English Chinese
Coca Cola 16,188 80,937 31,320 59,050 58,300
Pepsi Cola 312 13, 950 200
Schweppes 4,738 1,378 6,230 39,650 39,450 12,430
Vitasoy 69,127 24t926
7 Up 7,510 1,580 6,780 35,612 36,200 11,690
Green Spot 1,650 11,909 1,260 5,900 2,155
Sunkist 57,205 26,195






TOTAL 53,477 96,830 16,262 120,532 285,982 143,946
All amounts in Hong Kong dollars
#These brands did not exist in 1971.
Source: The Beverage Manufacturers' Association
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COM. RADIO R.T.V. T.V.B.
TOTAL
English Chinese English Chinese English Chinese
274,020 100,940 100,050 9,020 107,330 837,155
420,098 51,024 77,724 31, 230 594,538
81,272 84,420 61,570 219,620 550,758
3419409 29,370 1,500 65,900 532,232
95,9400 69,865 6,330 123,340 394,307








31,080 1,382,303 218,711 450,556 109,650 516,190 3,425,519
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advertising expense and the market share of different
brands.
B. Other Promotion Methods
Besides advertising, the industry has been
using a wide variety of promotion methods,
a. Push money
Commissions are paid to employees of the
sales departments of the bottlers according to their
sales records and performance. This has been a
successful tool.
b. Performance name-lists
Moreover, name-lists of the sales personnel
are usually posted on the notice-boards of the soft
drink factories to encourage sales people to fight
for the top-score through personal competition and
extraordinary performance.
c. 'Push' through retailers
Besides the incentive plans for the sales
employees of the companies, the soft drink industry
sometimes helps their retailers by presenting prizes
to those with the best selling records. For example,
in May, June and July of 1968 Pepsi Cola held three
meetings in their plant to draw out lucky retailers
35
to be awarded sales prizes. Each time 55 retailers
were drawn,16
d. Sponsorship of public activities
Most of the soft drink companies sponsor
public activities. Such activities include the
Festival of Hong Kong, meetings of the social service
groups, and the youth activities, competition, move-
ments or social gatherings proposed by voluntary
organizations, City District Offices,,non-governmental
parties and even other single units. (Exhibit VI
shows the 7-Up and Schweppes sponsoring the Festival
of Hong Kong in 1971).
The sponsorship activities, designed for
the mutual benefit of both parties, may be in the
following forms:
The soft drink companies pay for all or a part
of the expenses of promotion activities including
the printing of posters, admission tickets,
distribution pamphlets, the preparation of flags,
signals and large posters.
Under these occasions, small trademarks of
the participating soft drinks would usually be
printed on the articles in their original colors.
16Ming Pao, May 3, 1968.
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EXHIBIT VI
玉 泉 七 喜
全 球 讚 美
歡 樂 時 業
十 一 月 七 日
至 十 二 月 五 日
下 午 一 時 至 二 時
晚 上 八 時 至 九 時
地 点 . . 皇 后 像 廣 場
芝 柏 表
露 華 濃 星 長 表 贊 助
香 港 百 年 服 裝 大 觀
十 二 月 二 及 三 日
地 点 . . 大 會 堂 劇 院
十 二 月 四 日
地 点 . . 皇 后 像 廣 場
十 二 月 六 日
地 点 . . 廣 士 公 園
芝 柏 表 贊 助
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In return, the organizers of the sponsored activities
should allow soft drink posters to be placed at
noticeable locations.
e. Promotional souvenirs or prizes
Soft drink companies use a wide variety of
souvenirs. These vary from pencils to watches.
Nearly every kind of them bear trade marks of the
soft drinks. These souvenirs are mainly distributed
by the soft drink stalls in public gatherings by
drawing lots.
A list of items used for this purpose in
the Caritas Bazaar, 1971, is shown in Exhibit VII as
an example.
f. Public relations
Most of the soft drink companies welcome
any organized group of visitors to their plants for
tours. School children have been one of the most
active groups to visit plants.
Several factories provide buses for the
transportation of their visitors. During the visits,
the visitors are introduced to the production




A List of Articles Used as Promotional Souvenirs and Prizes
(X represents article used)















































g. Special promotional campaigns
In recent years, the competition in the
soft drink market has been very keen. Normal
advertising and sales promotion cannot increase sales
appreciately. In order to stimulate immediate sales
in heavy consuming periods, that appear in the summer
seasons, several brands of soft drinks have designed
specific promotional campaigns. Usually these
campaigns are large projects aided by plenty of
prizes and advertisements. The most important are
described below.
i. The Win a Home campaign of Coke for 1968 1969
The campaign was first held in April
1968. A consumer of Coke could collect a set of
six crowns each containing one of the six words
'Things Go Better With Coke, Coca-Cola' printed on
the bottoms of the crowns. He could bring the set
to any soft drink retailer to exchange for a
lottery ticket. During the promotion period of
three months, lots were drawn once a month to
determine the prize winners. The first prize of
each month was a flat located in the Mei Foo
Estate.
The campaign proved to be a great
success. In 1969, the same campaign was repeated
again but the first prizes had been given more
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freedom in the choice of the flat locations. A
copy of the newspaper advertisement promoting the
campaign is shown in Exhibit VIII.17
ll. The "Pepsi Diamond and Gold" campaign
Following the success of the "Win a
Home campaign, Pepsi Cola put on a similar one in
1970. It was called the Pepsi Diamond and Gold".
They did not use lottery tickets. Rather the
prizes were printed on the backs of some of the
crowns. These included diamonds, gold bars and
rewards of bonus bottle of Pepsi Cola. Although
the top prizes of diamonds and gold bars were few,
the generous quantity of bonus drinks attracted
the public interest which marked the success of
the campaign.
iii. The "Fanta Crown" campaign
Fanta, a grape taste soft drink
introduced to the Hong Kong market in 1970, had
the words Fanta Crown printed on some of its
crowns. Each Fanta prize crown could be exchanged
for a bonus bottle of Fanta and the accumulation
of several such crowns could be exchanged for
17South China Morning Post, June 13, 1969.
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EXHIBIT VIII





意 勝 事 萬 怡 神 嘯 心 你 令Things go better with Colto
A home to be won valued at $ 40,000.00



















A Flat of yourchoice
anywherein HongKong


















































Tickets with the last five digits identical to
of these numbers
Third Prizes: 6837, 6609
7282, 7235
Ticketswith the last four digits identical to any
of these numbers.
consolationPrizes: 837, 609282, 235
Ticketswith the last three digits identical to any
of these numbers.
Have a Coke-Look under the crown.
You may win a home.
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other prizes including small flashlights, plastic
sacks, etc.
iv. The exchange of Green Spot crowns for prizes
In 1971, the Amoy Canning Corporation
exchanged prizes for Green Spot crowns. Twenty-
four crowns from any of the Green Spot products
could be exchanged for a glass. A multiple of
this quantity could bring other prizes.
v. The "Thousand Dollars Crown" campaign of Pepsi
In April, 1972, Pepsi Cola ran a "Pepsi
Thousand Dollars Crown" campaign which was similar
to the previous "Pepsi Diamond and Gold" campaign.
The prizes included gift coupons from the Sincere
Co. in various amounts and large quantities of
free Pepsi..(See Exhibit IX)
7. Competition in the Soft Drink Market
The soft drink market reflects severe competition.
among different brands, especially those with similar product
characteristics; i.e. their components and market segments are
more or less the same. For example, Coke and Pepsi Cola are
in the same category of cola. Since the end of the nineteenth
century when Pepsi first appeared in the world, Coke and Pepsi
have been in strong competition. During these seventy years
EXHIBIT IX
百 事
千 元 寶 蓋
HK




1000 HK$100 HK$50 HK$10 HK$5
600000
飲 ┏ 百 事 ┛ ， 可 得 千 元 鉅 獎 。 凡 發 現
┏ 百 事 ┛ 寶 蓋 內 印 有 $5 至 $1,000,
中 獎 者 可 持 寶 蓋 到 港 九 先 施 公 司
換 取 相 同 面 額 換 物 禮 券 如
寶 蓋 內 注 明 贈 次 ┏ 百 事 ┛ 一 枝 。
免 費 多 獲 ┏ 百 事 ┛ 一 枝




they have always been ready for war at any time and any
place.18 This competition also took place in Hong Kong.
Another example is in the orange juice field where
Green Spot, Schweppes, Watson, and Sunkist have competing
products. For soft drinks of other flavors, there was also
keen competition.
This chapter has served to give the reader a better
understanding of the industry. The following chapters are
devoted to an explanation of the primary data. Emphasis in
next chapter is on research methodology.
18
王 興 光 ， “ 可 口 可 樂 興 百 事 可 樂 的 市 場 爭 霸 戰 ” ,




1. Objective of the Survey
This study proposes to be a description of the
advertising objectives and strategies with special emphasis on
the decision making problems of advertising. Practically all
the decisions are derived from the ideas of management. In
order to supplement these analyses, a survey was designed to
collect other primary information. In addition, a certain
amount of secondary data had to be updated and adjusted by
referring to company sources.
2. General Approach
The study was in two parts. The first part was to
find out the advertising objectives and strategies used by the
soft drink companies. In this part, the survey was aimed at
getting information on the decision making level of the soft
drink companies as to how they set advertising policy for
their products. Therefore, the objectives of setting a
particular advertisement, the innovation and decision making
problems, the relationship between advertising objectives and
marketing objectives, the coordination of advertising and
other promotion methods, the copy strategies and the media
strategies, were expected to be obtained. These advertising
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objectives included the present, past, and future forms with
emphasis on changes to meet problems caused by competition.
Permission was obtained from the soft drink
executives to discuss problems by means of personal interview.
During the interviews, a tape-recorder was used to record the
data instead of written records where necessary, so that
nothing was omitted and time was saved.
The second part was composed of a questionnaire (see
Appendix I) with possible answers in check list form. This
questionnaire, with the idea adopted from Colley 19 and
modified to suit the soft drink industry, had the function of
finding out how the advertising objectives of the soft drinks
were achieved. The check list items were the prerequisites to
the development of specific advertising objectives. It could
be applied to a single advertisement, a year's campaign for
each product, or it could help in developing a company's entire
advertising philosophy.
Scaling techniques were used in the questionnaire.
The scales corresponding to the items in the check list were
divided into five portions. They were labeled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,








With a scaled question, a respondent could indicate
his feelings by simply checking the relative position. The
scales also showed the intensity of feeling about the subject.
For every item in the check list, the same scales were applied.
All the checked scales reflected the items' degrees of
importance to advertising decisions.
At the end of each interview with an executive, a
copy of the above questionnaire was left for him to be
completed at his convenience and was collected within a few
days,
3. Representativeness
At the time of the research, there were only five
major soft drink companies in Hong Kong. With such a high
degree of bottler-concentration, no sampling method was
required. All five were interviewed.
The soft drinks exported from mainland China to the
Hong Kong market by the Canton Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs
Import and Export Corporation were not bottled in Hong Kong,
therefore no bottlers could be approached. In fact, the major
advertising policies of the Chinese soft drinks were quite
obvious from judging their advertisements and the advertising
methods they used.
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4. Interpretation of the Data
When the interview had been completed, it was time
to start analysis and interpretation of the data.
The information recorded from interviews was
carefully studied, grouped, analysed, interpreted and justified.
Then, data from different brands were compared.
Data obtained from the questionnaire went through a
similar process. A summary of the ratings was calculated to
show the industry's practices. In fact, the answers to the
questions were numerically weighted and a score was determined
for each question and for all respondents for every question.
By comparing the scores, the relative importance of the
respective items in the check list could be distinguished from
their rank order.
Judging from the survey findings, it was expected to
discover strengths and weaknesses of the advertisements and
their policies used by different brands of soft drinks.
Appraisals were made on the successful advertisements based on
the analysis. As a conclusion, an optimal combination or
guideline was derived to form recommendations from this study.
Following the methodology stated in this chapter,
the survey was accomplished. The survey findings obtained from





1. The Existence of Advertising Objectives in the Soft Drink
Industry
From the interviews, it was found that all of the
soft drink companies had advertising objectives. It was also
discovered that some of their advertising objectives were not
stated in definite terms. In other words, they were not
really advertising objectives, but the extension of their
overall marketing objectives. Thus advertising was assigned
the unique function to increase sales. They were stated in
such a general way that their results could not be accurately
measured.
For example, a company stated as its major objective
that advertising was toaid the increase in sales. In fact,
to increase sales is the marketing objective of all
companies. Obviously advertising cannot accomplish the job
alone. The effect of the sales increase would be a mix of the
results from advertising, promotion, public relations,
distribution, etc.
Coke stated one of its objectives as:
To sell the message to the target audience and to
appeal to potential customers.
7-Up and Schweppes had the following objectives:
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In winter, which is called the "off-season",
advertising is used as a reminder to prevent the
consumers from forgetting or becoming unfamiliar
with the brands and to help them to recall the
brands.
In summer, which is called the season, the purpose
of advertising is to perform the job of hard-selling
i.e. to promote the sales of the brand.
Based on the pre-determined market segments,
advertising objectives were set to reach possible customers.
A lot of advertisements were produced under the guidance of
the advertising objectives. Usually the advertising
objectives controlled a series of advertisements.
Since many of the soft drink advertisings were
produced by the orginal soft drink manufacturers in the U. S.
or U. K., they were thus designed according to the
manufacturers' world-wide advertising objectives.
2. Advertising Agency
Advertising agencies played an important role in
soft drink advertising. Every bottler had appointed an
advertising agency. Each year the bottler gives the agency an
annual advertising budget in which the advertising allocation
is shown. According to the budget, the agency schedules and
designs the advertisements.
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An example may show how an advertising agency earns
its commission.
At the present moment, the advertising charge on the
Enjoy Yourself Tonight program of the TVB is more than $1,800
per minute. When a fixed position (time) is to be assigned by
the advertiser, an additional 20% is charged, which amounts to
about $2,200 a minute. If a bottler goes to book for the
advertising spot, it has to pay the $2,200. If the booking is
done through an advertising agency, TVB allows a 15% discount,
which is equal to about $300 as a commission for the agency.
Since the revenues of the advertising agencies come
from the media, the advertisers do not have to pay the
agencies for the services of booking the spots.
The agencies also provide other services. For
larger advertising or promotion campaigns where extensive
communication is required, the agencies have the responsbility
to manage all steps.
3. Market Segment
Every company must define its market segment as a
basis for marketing policy. For consumer products, market
segmentation is most important to success.
The market of soft drinks can be segmented in three
ways, i.e. sex, age and socio-class.
A. Sex
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To classify the markets by sex was not significant
in*the soft drink industry. A boy drinks it and so does a
girl. Few brands of soft drinks distinguish between their
male and female customers. Only the Green Spot orange had
advertisements to attract the female customers with the figure
of a girl and the slogan "Always drink Green Spot, you will.be
young for ever". (See Exhibit X)
B. Age
Age groups were more important. Usually consumers
were classified into four age groups. Namely they were
children, youth, adult and old-aged. The children represent
those born in the recent decade. The youth are the bomb
babies- those born in the post-war period or those under
25. The adults include the range of 25 to 55. The over 55
segment would be considered old-aged.20
The age structure of the Hong Kong population in
1971 is shown in Appendix B. From the statistical data, our




Old-aged (55 and over) 11.3.%
20Advertising Age, Sept. 27, 1971. p. 1 & p. 84.
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EXHTBTT X




Soft drinks are considered to be one of the most
suitable drinks for younger people especially children and
youth groups, as compared to alcoholic drinks. Although most
grown-ups would prefer alcoholic beverages to soft drinks in
social activities, they also accept soft drinks as refreshment
in cases where they do not have the choice.
Most of the brands tried to extend their market to
include all ages. For example, according to a recent
statement from one of the Coca-Cola Company's U. S. advertising
executives:
Coca Cola is an all family drink for
all ages. We stand for the very highest
quality and finest taste. We represent
all that's clean and upright: the family,
Sundays, the girl next door. The best
in the U. S. That's the imse we work
night and day to maintain.
Furthermore, these soft drink companies foresaw the
potential of the younger market. All of them had their
advertisements featuring the youth activities with the soft
drinks as refreshments. For example, Vitasoy had groups of
youths drinking Vitasoy in bicycle racing, dragon boat racing
and skiing. 7-Up had several youths at a beach party. Watson
had a group of modern teenagers drinking Zest at the peak-tram
station. Coke has long been using youths to demonstrate
athletic action. The recent I'd like to buy the world
21Hector Zumbado, I'd Like to Buy the World, Young
Socialist, Jan. 1971.
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movie advertisement was shown with singing by the New Seekers,
an English group, with some background help from a group of
embassy family youngsters, who were assembled on a Rome hill-
top for the spot.22 Green Spot had a child drinking it in the
Peninsula Hotel. Fanta had children admiring the drink in a
train.
C. The socio-class
As the soft drink companies aim at consumers of all
ages and places, the socio-classes do not play a particularly
important role. According to family income, the population is






In the past, the 4th and 5th group, which had income
below $600, were considered to have less purchasing power and
less discretionary buying power. Therefore they do not have
money to be heavy consumers of soft drinks.
In fact, these two socio-classes form the largest
segment of the population. They represent mass consumers with
22Advertising Age, Sept. 27, 1971. p. 44.
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high potential when their wages and salaries are increased
and they tend to spend more on recreation. The soft drink
companies agreed that it was these classes to whom they were
paying attention.
According to company objectives, the major market
segments for soft drinks are listed in Exhibit XI.
4. Copy strategy
Usually the copy of an advertisement is designed by
the local or foreign advertising agencies.
There are two major criteria in determining copy
strategies:
A. Regular approach vs. individual approach
The U. S. and U. K. producers of the soft drinks
used to produce their own advertisements to be shown at all
places where their brands were on sale. They frequently sent
these advertisements to the bottlers all over the world so
that if they were adopted, the same advertisements would
appear at every corner of the world. This kind of advertise-
ments is called the regular approach or uniform approach. It
has been practiced widely by Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola.






Major Market Segments for.Different Brands
Brand Market Segments Note
Coke Coke is a prestige product.Upper class people
Teenage market Teenage-- large groups of
soft drink consumers.
Coke tends to emphasize lower
socio-class people in order to
make it an all family drink.
Female market Orange juice is the favoriteSunkist
Children market drink of females and children.
Children are greedy to drinkChildren marketFanta
a large bottle of juice.
Grape juice is a favorite drink
for European children. Although
the European child market is
small in Hong Kong, the company
aims at the child market.
Similar to Coke's marketPepsi Teenage to grown-up
segment.
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Vitasoy Vitasoy has the followingTeenage to grown-up
market strengths which make it more
evenly distributed among the
age-groups:
1. Vitasoy can be served hot,
which makes it a best
selling soft drink in the
winter.
2. Vitasoy does not contain
carbon-dioxide, 23
3. Vitasoy has a milk-like
appearance causing it to be
used for the substitution
of milk.
Green Spot orange is a kind ofGreen Spot Major market:
Student age to orange juice without carbon-
dioxide.grown-up
It appeals to children, femaleMinor market:
and the old-aged.Children and old-
age people
Mainly fruit juice favored forBireley Children to grown-up
children
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7-Up Children to grown-up No definite age groups.
7-Up is a drink usually served
in restaurants.
Schweppes The Dry Ginger & Tonic areChildren to grown-up
mainly served in restaurants
and bars to mix with liquor.
Watson Watson sold some of its drinksLow class group
Youth at 300 a bottle, which causes
it to be considered cheaper.
They have a large market among
the lower income group in the
resettlement areas.
23Some people might have thought that a gas-drink
might have unfavorable effect to a person. According to A
Survey on Soft Drink Consumption in Hong Kong done by the
Marketing Research Seminar of New Asia College, it was found
that 7% of respondents to the survey thought that a gas drink
could affect ones health and 45% of the respondents agreed
that a gas drink might affect their usual appetite.
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3. World-wide image
When the bottlers did not prefer the regular idea of
advertising or when the soft drink was produced in Hong Kong,
like Vitasoy, the bottlers would produce their own advertise-
ments to be used in a particular country or place. As a
result, the advertisements shown to the consumers would be
more local in appearance and the advertisements were different
in all places. This is called the individual approach. It
has been adopted by Vitasoy and Green Spot.
The main reasons for adopting the individual
approach are:
1. The world-wide regular advertisements may be
extremely effective in one place but not necessarily in
another. An individual approach would best suit the local
situations.
2. Local talents can be used in advertisements for
the purpose of personal enforcement. The audience of the
advertisements may associate with the person shown.
B. "Hard-sell" vs. "Soft-sell"
An advertisement may help to sell the product in two
ways. One of them is trying to emphasize the distinct product
characteristics or brands in order to aim at pre-selling the
product. This is the hard-sell approach in content. For
example, Coke used an actor in a TV advertisement to mention
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repeatedly in Chinese the slogan of Coke, "It's the real
thing", which had a stronger power to-persuade the audience to
buy Coke.
In contrast, there is the soft-sell approach. Lay-
outs are designed to show beautiful scenery or recreational
events with limited emphasis on stimulating the immediate
sale. Rather, they would just remind the audience of the
brand name or the type of soft drink. For example, Coke's
I'd like to buy the world advertisement was a typical soft-
sell. The song, whose lyrics included, "I'd like to teach the
world to sing in perfect harmony. I'd like to buy the world a
Coke......." was sung by the New Seekers with the background
from a group of youngsters standing in lines holding bottles
of Coke.
The general audience of this advertisement would
tend to like the song which does not seem like an advertise-
ment. What they receive from this commercial advertisement is
only the idea of "Coke". When this advertisement was first
shown in the U. S., the company and the agency had been
getting "a flood" of letters from those who had seen the spot
on TV and heard it on radio. Besides numerous requests for
copies of the lyrics, other consumers had submitted new lyrics
and stanzas, other wanted to buy a record of the jingle and
still others had sought permission to use the song in a high
school play, a Sunday church choral and in an "Up with people
sing-out". At least one letter had suggested an one-hour
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special on just real thing commercials. 24 This showed the
results of a soft-sell approach.
The advertisement of Zest featuring a group of pop
youths drinking Zest on the peak tram and at the station is
also an example of soft-sell advertisements.
There are different advantages for the soft-sell and
hard-sell approaches. A respondent said that the hard-sell
approach would be more powerful in creating immediate demand
of the soft drinks while the soft-sell approach would be more
suitable to create certain images. Sometimes. images thus
formulated are difficult to understand. Therefore the soft-
sell approach would be more preferred by those with higher
education levels and the hard-sell approach would be more
effective for lower levels. In the experiences of companies,
the hard-sell approach is more suitable for Hong Kong.
As a matter of fact, both of the approaches were
adopted by companies for their brands of soft drinks. There
were no definite criteria in preferring one to the other.
C. Language
As the general practice of other trades, most of the
advertisements had dual languages- Chinese and English.
For the advertisements of the foreign soft drink manufacturers,
the Chinese versions were always translated from English.
24Advertising Age, Sept. 27, 1971. P. 44.
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Having a 98% majority of Chinese in the population,
more attention was being paid to the media with Chinese
audiences. As reflected by the advertising expenses, the TVB
Jade Network, the RTV Chinese Channel, and the Chinese channel
of the Commercial Radio were most frequently used. They had
either the Chinese slogans or songs in the soft drink
advertisements. Sometimes Chinese actors or singers appeared
in the layouts.
D. Content
Two methods are often used in the film production
for the advertisements. One of them is called the Video Tape
Recording (VTR). The advertising layouts are recorded and
photographed inside the studios. An example is Coke's
advertisement with singers like Joe Jr., Agnes Chan, Irene
Rider or Tseng Shiu Chow.
Besides indoor recordings, some of the advertise-
ments are taken outdoors to feature beautiful scenery. The
outdoor recording, requiring special lightning controls and
background settings, is usually more difficult and more
expensive.
After the content of the advertisements of a brand
have been shown for a certain period of time, they have to be
changed. Every singer who appears in the advertisements has
an expiration date. After he has been associated with an
advertisement of a kind of soft drink and the audience get
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accustomed to him.his attraction utility has been reduced.
The slogans of different brands of soft drinks were
seldom replaced .They were purposely kept in diferent
advertisements for long periods of time.
Among the most common slogans,the following have
been adopted for longer times as their major theme in
advertisements:
Coke:Things go better with Coke
It's the real thing Coke25(Exhibit XII)
Fanta:It's fun to be thirsty(Exhibit XIII)
Pepsi:The big one,the big taste
Schweppes: 最 佳 選 擇 ， 最 高 享 受
7-Up:You like it.it likes you
品 質 高 ， 味 道 美 Exhibit XIV)
Green Spot:
橙 汁 之 王
常 飲 錄 寶 . 青 春 不 老
Exhibit X)
Zest:The taste of today (Exhiit XV)
Vitasoy:Vitasoy makes you taller,stronger and
healthier26
25Coke's latest jingle "I'd like to buy the
world a Coke" was"the first part of a second phase"for
the year old "real thing"campaign.(Advertising Age.Sept.
27,1971.p.44.)
26A survey was done by the company in 1970 to test
the effectiveness of this slogan.It was found that the
slogan had nothing unsatisfactory,but rather the copy had to
be changed.So it was decided to continue using the slogan.
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EXHIRIT XII
真 正 享 受 人 生
日 日 都 飲 可 口 可 樂
It's the realuthg



















香 橙 汽 水
口 味 一 新
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5. Media Strategy
In Hong Kong, the major advertising media are the
newspapers, magazines, radios, television and billboards.
Soft drink advertisements fill an important portion of these
media.
Thirty years ago, newspapers were the main media for
the soft drink advertisements. Ten years later when
Commercial Radio was established, radios became popular in
Hong Kong. Rediffusion and Commercial Radio had formed the
most important soft drink advertising media. Ten years ago,
Rediffusion had provided a TV channel for advertising and it
was the dawn of TV advertising. Five years ago, the Hong Kong
Television Broadcast Ltd. brought the colony into a TV age.
At the same time, television advertisements had dominated the
advertising market. The Government of Hong Kong announced in
mid April, 1972 that two more television broadcast studios
would be established in the near future. It was expected that
television advertisements would become an important pre-
selling tool.
At the moment, TV advertisements have the lion's
share in advertising appropriation of the soft drink industry.
Comparatively, newspaper and magazine advertisements are less
important.
Large billboards or wall-signs were seen having
several brands of soft drink advertisements. Usually these
kinds of advertisements were printed on the walls outside the
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buildings at attractive positions.
In addition to the large billboards or wall-signs,
smaller iron-signs and plastic neon-signs bearing the trade-
marks of the soft drinks were also extensively placed at
points of purchase i.e. the stores and restaurants.
The content of these outdoor advertisements contains
only trade-marks or pictures of the bottles. Larger
advertisements include the slogans. Perhaps the reasons for
having such simple large and small advertisements were to
remind consumers to choose the brand, When a, trade-mark sign
is seen, a consumer often associates it with the message
promoted by the brand. If the consumers do so, the pre-
selling function has been reached. Nearly all of the brands
have their trade-marks nailed near the entrances to retailers.
Magazine advertisements of soft drinks have been
decreasing in quantity as the attention was moving to other
media. Only Coke spends a small amount in this way. The
magazines chosen were mainly the international magazines, such
as Reader's Digest, which had a larger group of readers.
A list of strengths and weaknesses for different
advertising media is shown in Exhibit XVI.27
For the TV and radio advertisements, the advertisers
have to decide on the allocation of their advertising spots.
27Douglas W. Smallbone, The Practice of Marketing,
(London: Staples Press, 1965), pp. 315-316.
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EXHIBIT XVI
Advantages & Disadvantages of Advertising Media
DisadvantagesAdvantagesMedia
High absolute costa. ConvictionTelevision
(although cost per
viewer can be low)b. Combines movement
spoken word in the home
Advertisements are





e. Media flexibility: can
concentrate on one area




changed at short notice
(a few weeks)
g. Trade reaction usually
very favorable




sometimes very lowb. Authority: advertise-
ment borrows some of
c. Make-up: frequentlythe reader's loyalty
very crowded andto the paper
complicated with
high number of localc. Size: large advertise-
advertisementsments are conspicuous
3. Copy: intricate state-
ments can be printed
for study at leisure
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e. Media flexibility: can
cover any group of
population from small
town to major city and
environs
f. Local promotion: can
tie in with dealer's
efforts
g. Authority: local papers
very real and friendly
to readers
a. Readership subjecta. Low cost per 1,000National
to many influences,readers with largeMagazines
e.g, position incoverage
paper, impact of
dramatic newsb. Permanence: reader can
return to the
b. Impact difficult toadvertisement
achieve except in
big spacesc. Authority: advertise-
ments borrow some of
c. Media flexibilitythe reader's loyalty to
almost non-existentthe paper
and limited variety
d. Size: large advertise- of publications.
Mostly for womenments are conspicuous
in relatively thin
papers
e. Copy: intricate state-
ments are printed for
study at leisure




can be very useful
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Specialized a. Permanence: reader can a. Very competitive




b. Thick magazinesments borrow some of
crowded withthe reader's loyalty
advertisingto the paper
c. Copy: intricate state-
ments can be printed








a. Information aboutPosters a. Media flexibility: can
actual readershipbe posted in any
effect is imprecisenumbers down to one,
in almost every
b. Creative limitationspopulated area
considerable, very
short message requiredb. Color impact can be
for quick impactconsiderable with
large posters
c. Trade reaction not
specially favorableC. 'Readership' (on lines
of a quick glance)
very high
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The broadcasting organizations include the Jade and Pearl
Networks of the TVB (Hong Kong Television Broadcasting Co.
Ltd.), the Chinese and English networks of the RTV
(Rediffusion (H. K.) Ltd.), the Gold and Silver channels of
the Rediffusion radio, the First and Second channels of the
Commercial Radio Hong Kong.
The programs in these broadcasting organizations are
classified into A-time and B-time according to the total
number of audiences for the different programs. A-time
includes those programs that reach most people such as the
Enjoy Yourself Tonight" on TVB, which claims to reach half of
the population in the colony. B-time includes those programs
besides the most attractive A-time and reaches less people.
The cost per minute of A-time is much higher than B-time.
Considering the costs and the number of audiences,
it is certain that A-time results in smaller costs per
thousand. As a general rule, advertisements should be placed
there. So 7-Up, Coke, Schweppes, Vitasoy, and Pepsi have
heavy advertisements in A-time. Sometimes Green Spot,
Sunkist and Fanta use A-time also.
It is also true that sometimes an advertisement in a
B-time program might reach a larger market than one in A-time.
Although the total audience in B-time is less, most of the
audience would probably be the consumers of the brand of soft
drink. For example, the "Family Affair" program of TVB
describes the story of two children, a teenage and two adults.
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The audience of this program is mostly children. So Fanta
places its advertisements there to sell the message to the
children who are their target market. For the same reason,
Coke places advertisements in the pop shows, variety shows and
other pop songs programs.
6. Location Selection of Advertising
To guarantee the effectiveness of advertising, wall-
signs and billboard advertisements must be placed in selected
locations. When one steps on the street, one. can hardly
neglect the existence of soft drink signs and advertisements.
The work to install large and small, iron, plastic or paper
advertisements is not simple. First the salesmen of the
companies must discover suitable spots on the streets where
advertisements are necessary. The Hong Kong Bottlers Co. Ltd.
has a special advertising section to look after this whole
process. This section reports to the company and the company
prepares the advertisements and contacts the locations'
owners. After the advertisements have been put up, they
undergo periodic inspection and corrective maintenance.
Although the costs of inspection and corrective
maintenance of the advertisements especially those with neon-
lights are very high, the soft drink companies are willing to
expend this money. They keep.the billboards and wall-signs
from being washed out by weather, maintain the lights, make
sure that the iron or paper trade-marks are still fixed in
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their original positions. The main purpose in keeping their
advertisements clear, new, and in good form is to create an
image of brand prestige. People who see the advertisements
think that a clear, clean, and high quality advertisement can
never come from a low quality product. This forms the basis
for the maintenance of the advertisements.
All of the companies have tried to do their best in
maintenance work, especially for those brands which are
considered to possess the highest quality.
7. Market Research
Market research is used by the soft drink companies
as a tool to measure advertising effectiveness. Although the
results of advertising cannot be measured in definite terms of
sales, market research provides, within its limits, the
qualitative effects of advertisements.
In the past, the soft drink companies did not obtain
market information from market surveys. As market research
became popular in Hong Kong, its importance was recognized by
the industry. Marketing research was usually a service
provided by the advertising agency. Sometimes other market
research companies were invited to carry out soft drink
surveys. Most of the surveys were consumer studies aiming at
getting market information, not to measure advertising




The quantity of advertising depends on the
advertising appropriation of the different brands. At the end
of each financial year, a soft drink company has to plan for
the advertising budget for the succeeding year. This budget
is sent to the company's advertising agency for the allocation
of the available funds to seperate media.
There are many methods to determine the advertising
appropriation but the general practice of the soft drink
industry falls into the category of the traditional approach
especially the percentage of sales approach.
Practically all advertising budgets of soft drink
companies are fundamentally based on past experience. From
annual sales of past years, a sales forecast is made to
project the sales for the coming year. By comparing the past
advertising to sales ratio, the total advertising budget is
obtained.
Few of the soft drink companies actually use the
percentage of sales approach in its pure form. They are
unlikely to ignore competitors' expenditures entirely. They
probably make at least a superficial estimate as to whether
the budget derived from this approach will buy too little or
too much time or space. The projected advertising budget is
adjusted by means of other data.
In making the adjustments, certain external factors
must be taken into consideration. The factors affecting the
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sales of soft drink are:
The weather, especially the summer temperature, as
well as the existence of typhoons.
Local changes such as the business situation in the
colony, the national income and the marginal
propensity to consume.
The advertising/sales ratios28 varied within narrow
limits for all brands of soft drinks. They ranged from 5% to
20% with a mean of about 10%. The best selling brands had
higher advertising/sales ratios from 10% to 15%. Those having
smaller market shares might have a ratio of less than 10%.
In recent years, the advertising fees claimed by the
communication media have been rising, especially TVB which
raised charges several times a year. As a result, the soft
drink companies went over budget. They had to renew their
budget with additions at the end of each period. Once again
the increased dollars were later absorbed by the higher
charges of TVB.
Originally the major cost of the soft drink
business, liquid ingredients, was very low. Under a highly
28The "sales" in the advertising/sales ratio
represented the revenue derived from the wholesale prices of
the soft drinks but not the retail prices. For example, a
container of 24 bottles with unit wholesale price of 300 (unit
retail price 400) may need 500 of advertising expenses. This
reflects an advertising/sales ratio of 7%.
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competitive environment and high advertising expense, the
profit margins of the business have been gradually reduced.
9. Purpose of Advertising
Advertising may be called upon to perform a
combination of different tasks that lead to the ultimate
objective of a sale. In defining the objectives of
advertising, a decision-maker has to bear in mind what communi-
cation tasks he wants to accomplish through advertising. In
relation to the soft drink industry, the major purposes of
advertising were recorded in the questionnaire (results in
Appendix C).
The rating scale for the questionnaire is divided






An average point of 2 means that the corresponding
item is neither important nor unimportant to the industry. A
higher average score implies its importance and a lower
average score rejects it.
From Appendix C. it can be summarized that the
average scores for every question in the questionnaire are
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within the range of 2 to 4. None falls below the mid-point 2.
This shows that all questions are important to the advertising
of soft drinks but only differ in degree. To draw criteria in
making decisions on advertising objectives reflects in part
the thought behind the layout of the questionnaire. Therefore
the 43 items listed in the questionnaire without any addition-
al suggestions given by the soft drink companies were
considered bases to determine advertising objectives.
The main reason for having all the items checked
with average scores above 2 lies in the design of the
questionnaire. The items listed are basically thought-
starters in determining advertising objectives. They have
been adjusted to measure which are the most important criteria
for soft drink advertising. So the outcome of all positive
answers was expected.
This phenomenon of having all the 43 criteria
considered so important may also indicate that the soft drink
companies have too much to take care in setting their
advertising objectives. Sometimes it would be difficult to
concentrate in a narrow area which may make the advertising
more effective.
The relative importance of the criteria can be
expressed below:
In question I, concerning the purpose of advertising
in closing an immediate sale, advertising was mainly used to
remind people to drink and to stimulate impulse sales. It was
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also important for advertising to close sales with the past
advertising efforts, to perform the selling function and to
tie in with special buying events. It was less important in
announcing special reasons for immediate sales.
Question II shows that in connection to near-term
sales, advertising functioned to create a superb image of the
brand in the consumers' mind. This included the aim to
implant information or attitudes regarding benefits and
superior features of brand, to build familiarity and
recognition of the bottle or trade-mark, to create awareness
of existence, and to create brand image or a favorable
emotional disposition toward the brand. The relatively low
scales of 2.2 and 2.4 showed that advertising was not mainly
used to correct false impressions, misinformation and other
obstacles to sales or to offset competitive claims. Only one
company gave a "4" score on this point.
In building a long-range consumer franchise, the
role of advertising was to build confidence in the company and
brand which is expected to pay off in years to come. Another
function was to secure broad distribution. It was not as
important to establish bases for launching new products or
opening new markets.
It does not seem to be a wise decision for not
intending to establish bases for launching new products or
opening new markets. In the long-run, a company may always
discover the necessity to bring in new products or to expand
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its existing market. If the early advertising has paved the
way, it would be found to be a definite advantage.
For the contribution of advertising toward increased
sales, advertising was expected to cause people to specify the
advertiser's brand instead of asking for soft drink by generic
names and to hold present consumers. More aggresive actions
such as converting competitive consumers to the advertiser's
brand, converting non-consumers of soft drink to consumers of
soft drink, and making steady consumers were comparatively
less important. The ideas varied from "1" to "4 on the point
to convert competitive consumers to the advertiser's brand.
It looks strange for the soft drink companies to be
competing with new ideas in promotions but they denied the
relative importance in using advertising to attract the
consumers of competitors. Actually, soft drink is a product
that consumers cannot often distinguish between differences if
the brands and bottles are removed. Whenever a company is
having a promotion campaign, the market shares of its
competitors will soon drop. With similar situations, a
purposely designed advertising campaign can also convert
competitive consumers to the advertiser's brand.
With average top scores of 4's, advertising was
absolutely important in increasing consumption by reminding
present consumers to buy and encouraging greater frequency
or quantity of purchase. A low score of 2.4 means that the
soft drink companies did not purposely let advertising promote
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new uses of their soft drink to mix with wine or other drinks.
It is rather unwise to waste the opportunities of
promoting new uses for soft drinks. Several types of them,
including the cream soda, tonic water and 7-Up, have been used
to mix with alcoholic drinks. Recently a kind of rum,
Baccardi, had been promoting mixed drinks with Coke or 7-Up.
It was also found that a large portion of the sales of 7-Up
and Schweppes came from restaurants. The data show that
chances exist to increase sales by advertising the auxiliary
uses of soft drinks.
In Question V. the major information imparted by
advertising was new tastes, size and bottling. Prices and
contest were less important with only 2.8 scores. With scores
of 2 and 2.4 respectively, the places and time of consumption
were not to be advertised.
Soft drink is a kind of product consumed for
refreshment. In places where there are recreational activities
or programs such as sports, exhibitions, fairs and even amuse-
ment parks and beaches, there are opportunities to sell soft
drinks. The time factor is also implied in these activities.
Since many soft drink advertisements have been featuring the
consumption in these occasions, the companies had no reason to
overlook the possibility of informing their consumers the time
and place of drinking.
Concerning the supplementary benefits of end-use
advertising, all the scores ranged between 3 and 3.4, which
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show that the supplementary benefits were not as important as
the other functions.
In building confidence and good will for the
corporation, the advertising targets in descending order of
importance are: (1) consumers and potential consumers, (2) the
public, (3) retailers, (4) employees and potential employees.
In question VIII, the soft drink companies were
asked the images they wished to build. An average score of 4
was recorded for product quality. Corporate prestige;
growth progressiveness and technical leadership as well as
corporate citizenship were also important images. Once again,
the image of family resemblance of diversified products, with
a score of 2.6, was not their interest. In agreement with
question III on this point, this decision seems to be
incorrect.
Judging from the survey findings shown in this
chapter, certain points were found leaving for improvements.





Advertising has been performing an important role in
the highly competitive market of soft drinks. The soft drink
industry has provided working opportunities and contributed to
the economy of the society. The importance of soft drink
advertising may best be represented by the advertising of the
Coca Cola Company. A booklet addressed to the new employees
of the Coca Cola Company not long ago informed that: "When you
stop seeing Coca Cola signs, it means that you have passed the
borders of civilization."29 Coca Cola had over 9 million bill-
boards on the surface of the earth.
In order to have effective advertising, an
advertiser must have precise advertising objectives. The
overall objectives become the guidelines of the decisions in
the suceeding steps and tactics to plan for the copy and
media.
From the survey it was found that the soft drink
companies, having somewhat different market segments, had laid
down different advertising objectives for their brands of soft
drinks. Although the companies have been enjoyed a certain
amount of success in their advertising, there are still
29Zumbado, op. cit.
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several areas in which improvements can be made. These are
given below as suggestions:
1. To have clear advertising objectives
Most of the soft drink companies related their
advertising objectives to the overall marketing objective of
increasing sales. Their advertising objectives were said to
aid in pre-selling the product to the consumer. Their
advertising objectives probably contained phrases like:
To increase sales
To expand market share
These objectives were stated in such broad terms that results
were obviously impossible to measure. Even the more specific
statements were not advertising goals, but total marketing
goals, such as:
To increase sales 15% in 197X
To expand market share from 20% to 23%
Clear and definite advertising objectives which demonstrate
the function that can be achieved by advertising alone shall
be stated. For example, an advertising goal may be:
To raise the number of buying influences who are
acquainted with the brand from 40% to 60% in one
year, or
To increase the number who get the slogan, "X X
tastes good and refreshing", from 45% to 75% within
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a year.30
It was found from the questionnaire that the 42
points were agreed upon to be important criteria in
determining advertising objevtives. When setting the
objectives, a company should check against the list, probably
with additions, according to the necessity of the company.
2. Define the market segment
Every brand of soft drinks has a target market of
heavy consumers. Most of the major marketing efforts
including advertising have to focus on this target.
Basically, the actual market segment.of a particular
brand has to be defined. It is also suggested that owing to
the possible changes in the consumers and the company, the
market segment should be reviewed frequently. One of the
scientific methods that can be used is consumer research. It
can help the advertiser to make intelligent decisions at:
1. Product class definition
2. Prospect group selection
3. Message element selection
Consumer research is used to help select among
alternative product class definitions on the basis of what is
called the "best opportunity" concept. It suggests answers
30Colley, op. cit., p. 5.
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to the following series of questions:
Shall we compete within the conventional class?
If so, in which segment?
Shall we try to expand the class, or
Adopt a combination strategy?31
In Hong Kong, children and youth occupy about 55 of
the total population. They are favorable consumers of soft
drinks. In recent years, the younger people had more money to
spend. According to Engel's Laws32, the expenditures for
recreation items gain more rapidly than the increase of
income. This has raised the purchasing potential for soft
drinks from the youth market.
3. Advertising appropriation
There are several approaches applicable to the
advertising appropriation of the soft drink industry. They
are:
A. Traditional approach
A wide variety of traditional methods may be
classified in four groups:
31Charles E. Overholser, Advertising Strategy From
Consumer Research, Journal of Advertising Research, Vol. 11,
No. 5, Oct., 1971. pp. 3-9.
32Charles F. Phillips and Delbert J. Duncan,
Marketing, Principles and Methods, (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1968). p. 93.
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i. Percentage of sales or profit
A predetermined percentage to be invested
in advertising is applied to a sales or
profit figure to determine the advertising
appropriation.
ii. Unit assessment
An appropriation is reached by applying
either a fixed percentage or fixed dollar
amount to each unit of product sold.
iii. Competitive parity
It provides an appropriation based on
share-of-market position or on the amount
spent for advertising by competitors.
iv. Available funds
Allocate for advertising all the funds
that can reasonably be made available.
B. Logical approach (or research-objective approach)
In this approach, emphasis is placed on the
objectives to be attained through advertising.
The appropriation represents the cost of all
advertising required to achieve a specific
advertising goal.
C. Marketing program approach
The marketing program approach is an extension
of the research objective with considerations of
all marketing components in a marketing program
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and their relationships with the advertising
function. The idea of this approach rests on the
use of mathematical methods for predicting
advertising performance.33
It was found in the survey that all the five soft
drink companies were using the traditional approach. Perhaps
the percentage of sales method is the most simple and con-
trollable one so it forms the basis of the industry's advertising
budgets. This method is a bit conservative and subjective.
A more scientific method, the research objective
approach is recommended to be used in determining the soft
drink advertising appropriation. This method usually consists
of five steps:
1. Research to identify reasonable advertising
objectives.
2. Determination of sound methods for reaching the
objectives.
3. Computation of advertising cost.
4. Review of cost in relation to objectives, to
determine whether investment is justified.
5. When necessary, revision of objectives or methods to
adjust cost to proposed level of accomplishment.34
33Frey, op. cit., pp.. 14.24- 14.26.
.`+Frey, op. cit., p. 14.24 and also Albert W. Frey,
Approaches to Determining the Advertising Appropriation,
John S. Wright Daniel S. Warner, ed., S eaking of Advertising,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 19 3 9 pp. 71-81.
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4. Future prospects
In the near future, it can be foreseen that the
importance of advertising will vary proportionally with the
growth in sales and competition. The advertising/sales ratio
is expected to be increased.
On the communication channels, television will
become the core of efforts. Especially at the time when more
television companies are licensed. Other advertising media
will be moved to a more supplementary position.
The copy of future soft drink advertisements is
expected to be more artistic and modern. In the past, the
movie advertisements produced locally did not reach the
international standard of the imported advertisements.
A sampling survey done by the Sing Tao Man Pao
showed that 74% of the TV audiences did not have special
interests in TV advertisements. The other 26 felt that they
were interested in foreign-made advertisements and the local-
made advertisements would soon be forgotten after viewing
them.35 Actually this means that the quality of local
advertisements were not high enough to produce expected
effects. Future improvements shall have to be made on the con-
tents and producing techniques of local advertisements.
Besides advertising, the keen competition in the
soft drink industry will keep.companies searching for
35Sing Tao Man Pao, April 27, 1972.
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opportunities to discover effective promotion methods from the
following criteria although many of them have been employed
before,
1. Packaging and design
2. Pricing
3. Trade offers
4. Consumer offers (including sampling, coupons and
banded packs, etc.)
5. Exhibitions
6. Store and home demonstrations
7. Public relations
8. Aids for salesmen
9. International and local events
10. Seasonal and special occasions
11. Lectures
12. Nerchandising
Among them the consumer offers will be the most
rewarding method. The crown-cork promotion will still be in
first place among all of the promotions.
In addition to advertising, product quality has an
overwhelming importance to the success of soft drinks.
Consumers nowadays cannot be deceived by misleading advertising
as done a few decades ago. Excellent product quality will
cause the soft drink to be half sold and a well established
advertising campaign will add the other half of sales.
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In conclusion, the soft drink companies have not
paid much attention to their real advertising objectives. As
a result, their advertising campaigns have not brought forth
optimum effects. Because of the acute competition in the soft
drink market, a company which develops its advertising from
well-defined advertising objectives may soon find itself ahead
of its competitors. At least a well-designed advertising
objective accompanied with corresponding strategies may guide
the advertising campaign at the right time, in the right place




On-the following pages are listed questions concerning the
advertising of your company. Each rating for the question is
to be made on a five-point scale of importance, that is
0 1 2 3 4
Definitely Not Undecided Important Very
Unimportant Important Important
Please circle an appropriate number on the scale to indicate
your rating to each characteristic listed below.
Example: If you think the characteristic is 'not important',
you would circle numeral 1.
If you think it is 'very important', you would circle
numeral 4, etc.
All answers refer directly to your company. Please check all
questions and do not omit any scales.




1. Perform the complete selling
0 1 2 3 4function (take the product
through all the necessary steps
toward a sale)
2. Close sales to prospects
already partly sold through 0 1 2 3 4
past advertising efforts
3. Announce a special reason for 0 1 2 3 4
buying now (price, etc.)
4. Tie in with some special 0 1 2 3 4
buying events
5. Remind people to drink 0 1 2 3 4
6. Stimulate impulse sales 0 1 2 3 4
Other tasks (if any):
0 1 2 3 4
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II. Does the advertising aim at near-term sales by moving the
prospect, step by step, closer to a sale (so that when
confronted with a buying situation the consumer will ask
for, reach for or accept the advertised brand)?
Definitely Very
ImportantUnimportant
1. Create awareness of existence 0 1 2 3 4
of soft drink or brand
2. Create "brand image" or
favorable emotional disposition 0 1 2 3 4
toward the brand
3. Implant information or attitude
regarding benefits and superior 0 1 2 3 4
features of brand
4. Combat or offset competitive 0 1 2 3 4
claims
5. Correct false impressions,
misinformation and other 0 1 2 3 4
obsticles to sales
6. Build familiarity and easy
recognition of bottle or 0 1 2 3 4
trademark
Other tasks:
0 1 2 3 4




1. Build confidence in company and
brand which is expected to pay 0 1 2 3 4
off in years to come
2. Secure broad distribution 0 1 2 3 4
3. Establish a "reputation
platform" for launching new 0 1 2 3 4
brands or product lines
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4. Establish brand recognition and
acceptance which will enable 0 1 2 3 4
the company to open up new
markets (geographic, price, age,
etc.)
Other tasks:
0 1 2 3 4




1. Hold present consumers against 0 1 2 3 4
the inroads of competition
2. Convert competitive consumers 0 1 2 3 4
to advertiser's brand
3. Cause people to specify
advertiser's brand instead of 0 1 2 3 4
asking for soft drink by
generic name
4. Convert non-consumers of soft
drink to consumers of soft 0 1 2 3 4
drink and brand
5. Make steady consumers out of 0 1 2 3 4
occational or sporadic consumers
Increase consumption among present
consumers by:
6. Advertising new uses of the
soft drink (e.g. mixing with 0 1 2 3 4
wine or other drinks)
7. Reminding consumers to buy 0 1 2 3 4
8. Encouraging greater frequency 0 1 2 3 4
or quantity of purchase
Other tasks:
0 1 2 3 4
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V. Is it a task of advertising to impart information needed to
consumate sales and build customer satisfaction?
Definitely Very
Unimportant Important
1. Where to buy it advertising 0 1 2 3 4
2. when to drink it advertising 0 1 2 3 4
3. New tastes, size, bottling 0 1 2 3 4
4. New prices 0 1 2 3 4
5. Persuade prospect to enter a 0 1 2 3 4
contest
Other tasks:
0 1 2 3 4




1. Aid salesmen in opening new 0 1 2 3 4
accounts
2. Aid salesmen in getting larger 0 1 2 3 4
orders from retailers
3. Aid salesmen in getting
preferred display space for 0 1 2 3 4
advertisement
4. Build morale of company sales 0 1 2 3 4
force
5. Impress the retailers (causing




0 1 2 3 4
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VII. To what extent does the advertising aim at building
confidence and good will for the corporation among:
Definitely Very
Unimportant Important
1. Consumers and potential 0 1 2 3 4
consumers
2. The retailers 0 1 2 3 4
3. Employees and potential 0 1 2 3 4
employees
4. The public at large 0 1 2 3 4
Other tasks:
0 1. 2 3 4




1. 0 1 2 3 4Product quality
2. 0 1 2 3 4Corporate prestige
3. Family resemblance of 0 1 2 3 4
diversified products
4. Corporate citizenship 0 1 2 3 4
5. Growth, progressiveness, 0 1 2 3 4
technical leadership
Other tasks:




POPULATION* OF HONG KONG BY QUINQUENNIAL AGE GROUP
BY SEX BY AREA, 1971
Number
NewNewHong Kong TotalMarineSex KowloonAge group TerritoriesIsland Kowloon
193,16639,376 6,025M 72,24942,055 33,461
5,608 183,02537,784F 68,28539,7380-4 31,610
11,633 376,19177,160T 140,53481,793 65,071
259,28354,905 6,654M 107,26454,377 36,083
248,83052,893 6,389F 102,97651,956 34,6165-9
508,11313,043107,798T 210,240106,333 70,699
267,6715,78450,425M 62,628 110,51838,316
255,9295,39348,568F 59,378 106,00536,58510- 14
523,60011,177T 98,993122,006 216,52374,901
219,6575,23932,268M 59,537 39,265 83,348
208,1874,46531,772F 55,333 80,70635,91115- 19
427,8449,70464,040T 164,054114,870 75,176
173,2113,87321,846M 50,588 60,30536,599
163,1422,75119,47056,515F 48,279 36,12720- 24
336,3536,62441,316116,820T 72,72698,867
















1,227 94,29513,36932,87027,987 18,842F50- 54
195,26329,706 2,81637,514 70,23654,991T
74,93326,421 11,940 1,13614,07921,357M
25,550 75,67115,880 10,34622,964 931F55- 59
29,959 150.60444,321 51,971 22,286 2,067T
7899,971 17,378 9,047' 52,29215,107M
13,497 21,343 9,695 705 63,40918,169F60-64
23,468 38,721 18,74233,276 1,494 115,701T
5,471 4,9648,596 8,857 505 28,393M
4,26712,594 9,195 15,954 7,033 491F65-69
21,190 14,666 24,811 11,997 73,660996T
3,3925,152 5,312 3,312 273 17,441M
6,8309,513 12,886 6,014 368 35,611F70- 74
10,22214,665 18,198 9,326 53,052T 641
2,7273,797 2,4744,087M 220 13,305
7,31810,008 13,509 6,292F 428 37,55575 and over
10,04513,805 17,596T 8,766 50,860648
368,395 748,678501,768M 339,021 42,740 2,000,602
347,877494,415 729,903F 326,679 1,936,02837,154All ages
716,272 1,478,581996,183T 665,700 3,936,63079,894
* This table includes armedforces (single status) but excludes:
newbirths amongmarine population from 23.1.71 to 9.3.71 and transients.
M= Male, F= Female, T= Total.
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2,2091,62358690 and over48,00623,06424,942 A11 3,936,7951,936,1092,000,686All Ages...46,15022,24023,910
Note: The population countedin the Marine Census,i.e. 23rd January, 1971, has beenshifted to the LandCensusDay, i.e. 9th
March, 1971 in order that the population enumeratedat two different dates are compatible and can be combinedfor
graduation.
Source: Hong Kong, Monthly Digest of Statistics, Jan., l972.
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APPENDIX C
Average Scores for the Questionnaire
Average
Score Dispersion
I. To what extent does the advertising
aim at closing an immediate sale?
1. Remind people to drink 4.0 4
2. Stimulate impulse sales 3.4 3-4
3. Close sales to prospects already 3.2 3-4
partly sold through past
advertising efforts
4. Perform the complete selling 1-43.0
function
5. Tie in with some special buying 3.0 3
events
6. Announce a special reason for 2.6 1-3
buying now
II. Does the advertising aim at near-term
sales by moving the prospect, step by
step, closer to a sale (so that when
confronted with a buying situation the
consumer will ask for, reach for or
accept the advertised brand)?
1. Build familiarity and easy 3.8 3-4
recognition of bottle or trademark
2. Implant information or attitude 3.8 3-4
regarding benefits and superior
features of brand
3. Create awareness of existence of 3.6 2-4
soft drink or brand
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4. Create brand image or favorable 3.4 3-4
emotional disposition toward the
brand
2.45. Combat or offset competitive claims 1-4
6. Correct false impressions, 2.2 1-3
misinformation and other obsticles
to sales
III. Does the advertising aim at building
a long-range consumer franchise?
1. Build confidence in company and 3.8 3-4
brand which is expected to pay off
in years to come
2. Secure broad distribution 3-43.2
3. Establish a reputation platform for 2.8 2-3
launching new brands or product
lines
2.64. Establish brand recognition and 1-4
acceptance which will enable the
company to open up new markets
IV. Specifically, how can advertising
contribute toward increased sales?
1. Cause people to specify advertiser's 3.8 3-4
brand instead of asking for soft
drink by generic name
2. Hold present consumers against the 3.4 3-4
inroads of competition
3. Convert competitive consumers to 2.8 1-4
advertiser's brand
4. Convert non-consumers of soft drink 2.8 2-3
to consumers of soft drink and
brand
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5. Make steady consumers out of 2.8 2-3
occational or sporadic consumers
Increase consumption among present
consumers by:
1. Reminding consumers to buy 4.0 4
2. Encouraging greater frequency or 4.0 4
quantity of purchase
2.4 1-33. Advertising new uses of the soft
drink
V. Is it a task of advertising to impart
information needed to consumate sales
and build customer satisfaction?
1. New tastes, size, bottling 3.6 3-4
2.82. Persuade prospect to enter a 1-4
contest
2.8 2-43. New prices
2.4 2-44. When to drink it
2.0 1-35. Where to buy it
VI. How important are "supplementary
benefits" of end-use advertising?
3.41. Impress the retailers 3-4
2. Build morale of company sales force 3.2 3-4
3. Aid salesmen in opening new accounts 3.0 3
2-44. Aid salesmen in getting larger 3.0
orders from retailers
2-43.05. Aid salesmen in getting preferred
display space for advertisement
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VII. To what extent does the advertising
aim at building confidence and good
will for the corporation among:
1. Consumers and potential consumers 3.8 3-4
2-42. The public at large 3.6
3. The retailers 3.4 3-4
2-32.84. Employees and potential employees
VIII. Specifically what kind of images
does the company wish to build?
44.01. Product quality
.3.4 3-42. Corporate prestige
3. Growth, progressiveness, technical 3.4 3-4
leadership
4. Corporate citizenship 3-43.2
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8一 般 汽 水 公 司 均 欲 建 立 品 質 優 良 之 印 象 ， 此 外 ， 公 司
之 地 位 、 發 展 、 先 進 技 術 及 公 司 之 地 區 性 ， 亦 為 汽 水 廣 告
所 期 望 建 立 之 印 象 。
分 析 調 查 之 結 果 ， 發 現 汽 水 廣 告 之 目 標 與 策 略 頗 多 需
要 改 進 之 處 ， 諸 如 確 立 明 確 之 廣 告 目 標 ， 區 分 真 正 市 場 ，
採 用 其 他 決 定 廣 告 預 算 之 方 法 等 。 如 在 此 等 方 面 多 加 努 力
， 當 能 作 出 正 確 之 廣 告 目 標 與 相 對 策 略 ， 使 廣 告 納 入 適 當
時 間 、 適 當 地 點 及 適 當 消 費 者 之 正 軌 。
7司 之 長 期 信 心 ， 另 一 功 用 則 在 確 保 廣 泛 之 分 銷 綱 。
就 廣 告 導 致 銷 量 上 升 之 貢 獻 言 ， 廣 告 之 作 用 被 認 為 在
於 使 消 費 者 指 明 購 用 某 一 牌 子 而 非 任 何 其 他 牌 子 ， 以 及 保
持 現 有 顧 客 之 數 量 。 各 公 司 均 認 為 提 醒 現 有 顧 客 多 買 乃 廣
告 之 一 極 重 要 目 的 。
至 於 廣 告 之 傳 遞 消 息 功 能 ， 則 在 於 告 知 汽 水 之 新 味 道
、 汽 水 瓶 大 小 及 汽 水 瓶 款 式 。
在 建 立 公 司 良 好 信 譽 之 大 前 提 下 ， 廣 告 之 主 要 對 象 依
次 為 ： ㈠ 顧 客 及 將 來 之 顧 客 。 ㈡ 社 會 大 眾 。 ㈢ 零 售 商 。 ㈣
公 司 僱 員 及 將 來 僱 員 。
6間 ， 而 以 百 分 之 十 左 右 最 為 普 遍 。
廣 告 之 目 的 為 每 一 廣 告 決 策 者 必 目 中 之 首 要 問 題 。 由
問 卷 之 結 果 得 知 汽 水 廣 告 之 主 要 目 的 如 下 ：
就 廣 告 促 成 即 時 銷 售 言 ， 廣 告 主 要 用 於 提 醒 消 費 者 飲
用 及 鼓 勵 衝 動 購 買 ， 對 於 增 强 過 去 之 廣 告 ， 負 起 銷 售 任 務
及 輔 助 推 銷 活 動 亦 頗 重 要 。
就 廣 告 造 成 短 期 銷 售 言 ， 廣 告 作 用 在 為 消 費 者 心 目 中
創 造 一 良 好 印 象 ， 包 括 樹 立 一 品 質 優 異 之 偏 好 ， 造 成 對 某
一 牌 子 之 認 識 ， 或 形 成 對 某 一 牌 子 情 感 上 之 良 好 印 象 。
就 獲 取 長 期 顧 客 言 ， 廣 告 主 要 用 於 建 立 一 種 對 汽 水 公
5廣 播 節 目 之 選 擇 ， 仍 須 依 據 各 不 同 牌 子 之 消 費 者 行 為 及 廣
告 目 標 而 探 求 最 理 想 之 廣 告 時 間 支 配 。
任 何 人 只 要 踏 足 街 頭 ， 都 可 以 接 觸 到 汽 水 廣 告 ， 故 廣
告 牌 及 霓 虹 燈 牌 所 在 地 點 之 選 擇 ， 亦 為 汽 水 公 司 之 主 要 工
作 。
廣 告 費 用 之 多 寡 ， 決 定 每 一 牌 子 之 廣 告 數 量 。 每 年 各
汽 水 公 司 均 參 放 過 去 經 驗 作 出 表 年 之 銷 量 預 測 ， 然 後 根 據
廣 告 費 用 與 銷 量 之 關 係 算 出 來 年 之 廣 告 預 算 。 此 等 廣 告 預
算 亦 受 同 業 競 爭 及 其 他 因 素 之 影 响 而 變 動 ， 本 港 汽 水 市 場
上 一 般 廣 告 費 用 與 銷 量 比 率 約 近 百 分 之 五 至 百 分 之 二 十 之
4市 場 調 查 亦 漸 受 重 視 ， 視 為 搜 集 消 費 者 意 見 及 衡 量 廣 告 效
用 之 方 法 。
決 定 廣 告 策 略 之 首 要 步 驟 ， 在 尋 求 每 一 牌 子 汽 水 之 市
場 究 由 何 類 顧 客 構 成 ， 然 後 再 根 據 消 費 者 行 為 而 訂 定 迎 合
此 類 消 費 者 之 廣 告 策 略 。
廣 告 之 內 容 具 有 極 大 之 伸 縮 性 ， 而 近 年 之 汽 水 廣 告 已
較 從 前 有 長 足 進 展 。 一 般 汽 水 廣 告 可 分 為 標 準 廣 告 及 個 別
廣 告 兩 種 形 式 。 並 可 於 程 度 上 分 為 直 接 及 間 接 兩 種 手 法 。
汽 水 廣 告 之 媒 介 策 略 亦 隨 時 代 潮 流 而 變 更 ， 目 前 重 心
已 由 電 台 廣 告 轉 移 至 電 視 廣 告 ， 以 求 接 觸 最 多 之 觀 眾 。 然
3除 了 小 部 份 在 本 港 製 造 外 ， 大 部 份 之 汽 水 均 由 此 五 間
汽 水 廠 從 英 、 美 運 入 汽 水 原 液 再 加 以 製 瓶 ， 製 成 市 面 上 數
十 種 不 同 牌 子 及 味 道 之 汽 水 。
汽 水 所 用 之 宣 傳 方 法 ， 不 外 廣 告 及 其 他 有 獎 遊 戲 或 無
獎 宣 傳 ， 雖 然 有 獎 遊 戲 常 可 帶 來 短 期 之 巨 額 銷 量 ， 便 長 期
廣 告 卻 為 穩 定 銷 量 不 可 或 缺 乏 工 具 。
根 據 調 查 結 果 所 示 ， 某 些 牌 子 汽 水 缺 乏 明 確 之 廣 告 目
標 ， 僅 以 銷 售 目 標 作 為 一 切 市 場 行 銷 之 根 據 ， 致 使 部 份 廣
告 未 能 有 效 完 成 其 宣 傳 使 命 。
每 一 汽 水 廠 均 委 託 一 廣 告 商 代 理 主 要 廣 告 及 宣 傳 ， 而
2進 行 深 入 調 查 ， 根 據 次 級 資 料 ， 擬 定 所 需 之 問 卷 ， 用 個 人
訪 問 之 方 法 ， 遍 訪 本 港 各 汽 水 公 司 ， 收 集 初 級 資 料 ， 以 為
本 文 之 根 據 。
汽 水 業 在 本 港 已 有 悠 久 之 歷 史 ， 惟 因 競 爭 關 係 ， 僅 存
下 列 五 間 大 規 模 汽 水 廠 ：
淘 化 大 同 有 限 公 司
聯 合 汽 水 廠 有 限 公 司
香 港 汽 水 廠 有 限 公 司
香 港 豆 品 有 限 公 司
屈 臣 氏 有 限 公 司
1香 港 市 場 上 主 要 牌 子 汽 水 所 採 用 廣 告 目 標 策 略 之 比 較 分
析
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汽 水 為 一 種 方 便 性 消 費 品 ， 必 須 倚 仗 廣 告 宣 傳 以 拓 展
市 場 ， 尤 其 在 劇 烈 競 爭 之 市 場 形 態 下 ， 廣 告 更 為 汽 水 業 類
以 生 存 之 武 器 。
有 效 之 廣 告 宣 傳 ， 必 基 於 完 善 之 廣 告 目 標 與 策 略 ， 方
能 據 以 擬 定 全 盤 之 行 銷 步 驟 ； 故 廣 告 目 標 與 策 略 之 制 定 ，
對 個 別 牌 子 汽 水 之 銷 售 是 否 成 功 實 具 有 決 定 之 影 响 。
為 研 究 本 港 汽 水 業 所 採 用 之 廣 告 目 標 與 策 略 起 見 ， 特


